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Estimation of the efficiency of harmonic generation in 
nonlinear crystals with 1064 nm Gaussian laser pulses
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W e analyse optical parameters related to the generation o f the harmonics o f N d :Y A G  laser 
radiation in different nonlinear crystals (KTP, LBO, K D P , ADP). In the case o f non-focused 
Gaussian laser pulses, under the depleted pump assumption, simple formulae for the calculus o f  the 
second harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency are deduced. The experimentally measured angular 
acceptance width and SHG efficiency are compared with the theoretically calculated values.

1. Introduction

The efficiency of frequency converting lasers has increased in the last years as a result 
of the development of new nonlinear crystals (KTP, LBO, BBO, M g:LiNb03) 
[1] —[4]. The conversion efficiency of Nd:YAG laser fundamental radiation (1064 
nm) to a harmonic is determined by the characteristics of the incident beam 
(temporal and spatial power distribution, divergence, line bandwidth) and the optical 
properties of the nonlinear ciystal (nonlinear effective coefficient, angular acceptance, 
spectral acceptance, thermal acceptance, walk-off angle, damage threshold, optical 
quality, transparency).

The power conversion efficiency to second harmonic (SH) of a fundamental plane 
wave propagating in a nonlinear medium was calculated in [5], [6]. A comparative 
theory of walk-off limited type II versus type I SHG with Gaussian beams, under the 
undepleted pump assumption, was developed in [7].

The aim of this paper is to establish analytical expressions for the phase matching 
parameters involved in harmonic generation, and to deduce simple formulae for the 
evaluation of the SHG efficiency in nonlinear crystals with non-focused Gaussian 
beams, under the depleted pump conditions.

2. Theory

An efficient harmonic generation in a nonlinear crystal is possible for a certain 
propagation direction in which three electromagnetic waves may simultaneously
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satisfy the matching relations for frequency and wave vector

G>3 =
k 3 =  k 1 + k 2. (1 )

For SHG, co1 =  co2 =  o), G)3 =  2co.
For a collinear interaction, the phase matching condition is

Ak =  k2- k 2- k 1 = - l c o 2n2(0 ,(p ,T )-co2n2(0,<p,T)-coini (0 ,(p ,T )]= 0  (2)
c

where nt (i =  1, 2, 3) is the refractive index, T  is the temperature, c is the light speed, 
0 is the angle from the crystal z-axis, (p is the angle between the x-axis and plane of 
the z-axis and the propagation direction. The phase matching condition for collinear 
SHG is

2n3 =  n1+ n2. (3)

The critical phase matching (CPM) is accomplished at (0,(p) ^  0° or 90° [6]. The 
phase mismatch Ak depends linearly on tuning angles, Ak~50,S (p.

There is a noncritical phase matching (NCPM) if the phase matching direction is 
along one of the crystallographic axes [6]. Ak depends on much smaller quadratic 
terms {SO)2, (5(p)2. The angular acceptance is very large, there are no walk-off effects 
owing to the double refraction. There is NCPM for the angle 0 if the phase matching 
direction is in the xy  crystallographic plane, and for the angle q> if the phase 
matching direction is in the xz or yz plane.

For CPM the angular acceptance is Aa =  IcAcl, where lc is the crystal length, and 
da is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) external angular tuning range (the 
acceptance angle over which the crystal can be tilted before the harmonic power 
decreases to less than half). For NCPM the angular acceptance is Zi/2da. The spectral 
acceptance is As =  lcAX, where A X is the FWHM spectral bandwidth of the crystal. 
The thermal acceptance is A t =  lcAT, where A T  is the FWHM temperature 
bandwidth of the crystal. The walk-off angle p between the direction of the power 
flow of fundamental and harmonic waves is determined by the crystal birefringence.

In the case of incident laser pulses with Gaussian temporal and spatial profile, it 
is essential to evaluate the SHG conversion efficiency of the peak irradiance (power 
density) and of the energy. The conversion efficiency of peak irradiance rjgp, defined 
as the ratio of SH peak irradiance Im(2co) to fundamental peak irradiance Im, for 
exact phase matching {Ak =  0\ in the near field region (/c<< b/2, where b is the 
confocal parameter), is given by (see Appendix)

n,p =  tanh2 [/„ (f/J1'2] (4)

where lg is the interaction length of incident and SH beams

( 5)
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where lw is the walk-off length (see Appendix)
1.88 TT,
7CTWÎ (6)

where W ,̂ t and w1 are the energy, FWHM pulse width, and 1/e2 radius of the 
incident beam, respectively.

The nonlinear coupling parameter C is given by [5], [6], [8]

{ = 8
n ^ n ^ o c X 2

where deff is the nonlinear effective coefficient of the crystal, e0 is the permittivity of 
vacuum, A is the fundamental wavelength (1064 nm), gx and ga are the reduction 
coefficients owing to the limited phase matching spectral bandwidth and angular 
acceptance width of the nonlinear crystal. If the laser line-shape and the spectral 
acceptance functions are approximated by Gaussians, gx is given by [8]

1 f(AX,)h(AX)dX /2

- o o

where f(AXf ) is the intensity spectral line-shape function of the fundamental beam 
with FWHM AXf , h(AX) is the spectral acceptance function with FWHM AX 
bandwidth. If one uses the same approximation for the angular acceptance function, 
ga is given by

* [
(¿*)2 T

(Ad)2+{AcLf )2\ (9)

where Actf  is the full divergence angle of the fundamental TEM00 beam.
The small-signal conversion efficiency of the peak irradiance (rjgp «  1) is given by

Vgp
1.881 ] ^

m w 2
(10)

At NCPM (p =  0) or very small walk-off angle (lc «  lg ^  lc), neglecting the 
diffraction (wj < r0, where r0 is the radius of the input aperture of the nonlinear 
crystal), the energy conversion efficiency (ECE) rjge for a Gaussian laser pulse can be 
estimated by

%e
W2(0 3.76 ·  rf° T 2 r2 t2

~ W„ ~  xw? ,= l „ , Î o eXPL (0-6t)2

‘a n h f ' V “ 2(4?]] rdrdt (U)

where W2a is the SH energy.
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The small-signal ECE, with Ak wave vector mismatch, and negligible walk-off 
angle is

V -
0.66/c2C ^  sin\AklJ2) 

7ctwJ (A k ljl)2
(12)

The sine2 function is reduced to 1/2 when Ak ~
0.8867c

h '
The KTP is a biaxial crystal with a high nonlinear effective coefficient 

de/r(KTP) — 8.3d36(KDP) ~  3.18 pm/V, and a large angular acceptance for SHG 
[9], [10]. In a KTP crystal, type II cut (oe -*■ e) for SHG at 1064 nm, 0 =  90°, the 
phase matching condition is

2 < i%  =  n” , , + < (13)

with the refractive index n̂ yi<p for the fundamental wave propagation in the xy 
crystallographic plane being given by

1®lxy,<p
nx liy

[(n®)2COS2Ç) +(n®)2sin2(p]1/2
(14)

where nx,ny,nz are the refractive indexes for linear polarization along x,y, z crystallo
graphic axes. It follows from (13) that q> ^  23.5°.

To calculate the angular acceptance, spectral acceptance, and thermal acceptance 
one expands the phase mismatch Ak near the exact phase matching angle a0 
(a =  (p,6\ wavelength 20, and temperature T0, respectively

Ak(ct) =  Ak 

Ak(X) =  Ak 

Ak(T) =  Ak

dAk
da.

dAk

1 d2Ak
<J a )+ 2 İ ^

(da)2,

x=xr dX 

dAk

x=xr
m ,

\T=Tt dT T = Tf
(AT). (15)

The optical properties of a KTP II crystal can be calculated using the following 
expressions [5], [14]:

lcA (pKT p — n'CD

xy.<p
0.8862

«A 2(""'”,){ k )2 «J}
[ T  A f f _ 2^ .^ 0.8862

V ‘ c ^ K T P  -  7  r  < 1 “ I") 1/2’

F t o - d ł
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0.8862

[ ( ^ A  i i T
LV «  / 2 / 2  1l  M ;K dXjx]

IJT ,
0 .8 8 6 /1

KTP

[23n?“,  ft.“ ,, ftifT  
ST ST dT

[(n“·2“/«?·2")2 -  l]tanip
P..2K7T. -  arCtani  +  [ „?.2 ./ „ î .2»] 2tan2ç)

where

(16)

[
cos 2q> š n V T 1'2

»? J
(17)

is the refractive index along the phase matching direction, pt is the Poynting vector 
walk-off angle of the e-polarized fundamental beam, p2 is the walk-off angle of the 
e-polarized SH beam.

LBO is a biaxial moderately nonlinear harmonic generating crystal 
[dejr(LBO) ^  2.2d36(KDP)] with low angular sensitivity for SHG and third har
monic generation (THG) at 1064 nm [1], [4]. In an LBO doubler at 1064 nm, cut for 
type I (oo - ►  e) phase matching, 0 =  90°, the relation between the refractive index of 
the interacting waves is nlyt9 =  nf. It results that q> e* 10.8°.

KDP and ADP are uniaxial crystals (nx =  ny) with relatively low nonlinear 
coefficients [d36(ADP) ^  1.2d36(KDP)] [6]. The KDP tripler and the ADP quad- 
rupler at 1064 nm are cut for type I (oo -> e) phase matching with 9 =  47°, (p =  45°, 
and 0 =  80°, q> =  45°, respectively. The analytical expressions of the optical 
properties of LBO I, KDP I, and ADP I crystals are deduced in the same manner as 
for KTP II crystal. The calculated values of the optical properties of the nonlinear 
crystals mentioned above are summarized in Table 1. We used the Sellmeier 
equations and therm-optic coefficients given in [4], [11], [12] and Data Sheets from 
Castech Fujian China and Eksma Lithuania.

T a b l e  1. Calculated optical properties o f  different nonlinear crystals

C P M  Aa 
[cm  x  mrad]

N C P M  A. 
[cm 1/2 x mrad]

A.
[cm  x  nm ]

A,
[ c m x K ]

P
[m rad]

K T P  II doubler 16.4 76 0.62 28 Pi =  3. Pi = 4 4
LBO I doubler 12 76.6 3.7 10.9 6.4
K D P  I tripler 
A D P  I

1.04 1.09 8.03 30

quadrupler 2.08 0 2 2 9 11.3
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3. Experimental set-up

The experimental arrangement is presented in Figure 1. The dynamic stable 
resonator of the Nd:YAG laser oscillator is 1.35 m long, having a high reflecting 
flat-convex mirror Mx with curvature radius R i = 4 J  m, and an output concave 
mirror M2 with radius R 2 =  2.48 m. The output mirror is provided with a second 
curvature to get a beam leaving the resonator with a plane phase front [13]. The

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the experimental set-up for the SH G in KTP II crystal and the fourth 
harmonic generation (4HG) in A D P  I crystal

electrooptic Q-switch is obtained with the longitudinal electrooptic modulator 
(EOM) and Gian prism (GP). The diameter of the aperture D for TEM00 selection is 
2.6 mm. The active media OAM and AAM of the laser oscillator and of the amplifier 
are Nd: YAG rods, 75 mm length, 3 mm diameter and 80 mm length, 6 mm diameter, 
respectively. Both rods are pumped in close-coupled pump cavities with Spectralon 
diffuse reflectors. The laser output energy is attenuated with a set of calibration 
attenuators (AT). The SH is separated from fundamental beam with a BG18 glass 
filter (FT) transparent at 532 nm and opaque at 1064 nm.

We used in our SHG experiments a KTP II crystal, 4 x 4 x 5  mm3 size, made by 
Castech Fujian China and a LBO I crystal, 4 x 4 x 1 2  mm3 size, made by Eksma 
Lithuania. Both crystals were AR coated at 1064 and 532 nm. They were fastened to 
mechanical mounts equipped with micrometric screws for fine rotation around three 
orthogonal axes. The LBO crystal was irradiated through a beam compressor which 
reduces the diameter of the incident beam, wlLBQ = wlKTp/2. The y,z crystallographic 
axes of the KTP were oriented at 45° angle from the electric field vector E^ of the 
incident wave. The polarization direction of the electric field E1(0 of the SH was 
oriented at 45° angle from and lay in the xy  crystallographic plane of KTP crystal. 
In the case of LBO I doubler, z crystallographic axis was parallel with E^ and 
perpendicular to E2a}. The angular tuning of KTP and LBO crystals for maximum 
SHG intensity was performed using a silicon photodetector which generates an 
electrical pulse with an amplitude proportional to the laser pulse ener.

The 18 mm long K D PI tripler crystal has a 10 x 10 mm2 aperture. The KDP optic 
axis was perpendicular to E2a> generated in the KTP II crystal. The THG was a result 
of the nonlinear interaction of the fundamental wave polarized perpendicular to the
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KDP optic axis (having an energy WltD equal to half the energy of the remaining 
fundamental beam after passing through KTP) and SH wave. The third harmonic 
(TH) electric field E3a> and E2(D were orthogonally polarized.

The 27 mm long ADP I quadrupler has a 15 x 15 mm2 aperture.The ADP optic 
axis was perpendicular to E2at. The fourth harmonic (4H) electric field E4to and E2<0 
were orthogonally polarized.

The TH (355 nm) and 4H (266 nm) beams were separated from the fundamental 
and SH beams with two fused silica prisms P4, P 2 transparent in UV range. The 
angular tuning of the KDP and ADP crystals, for maximum TH and 4H intensity, 
was performed using a pyroelectric detector coupled with an oscilloscope. The pulse 
energy was measured with a TRG102 calorimeter. The temporal profile of the pulses 
was visualised on a Tek519 oscilloscope (1 GHz bandwidth) coupled with a fast 
vacuum photodiode (0.3 ns rise time).

4. Experimental results

The energy of the giant pulse generated by the Nd:YAG laser oscillator was 32 mJ, 
with 15 ns FWHM pulse width. The waist radius of the TEM00 beam, located at the 
M2 output mirror [13], was w0 ^  1.25 mm, the full divergence angle Acxf  ^  
0.54 mrad. The amplifier output pulse energy was 125 mJ. The confocal parameter 
b =  Inwl/A. ^  9.2 m. The nonlinear crystals lay at a distance d ~  0.25 m from the 
mirror M2, d «  b/2, ~  w0.

Figure 2 illustrates the sine2 curves theoretically deduced from analytical 
expressions (16) and experimentally measured angular dependence of the normalized 
harmonics intensity in KTP II, LBO I, KDP I, and ADP I crystals. For KTP II and 
LBO I the phase matching is in the xy  crystallographic plane, the critical rotation is 
around angle <p, the noncritical rotation is around angle 0. For uniaxial crystals 
KDP I and ADP I, the critical rotation is around angle 0, the noncritical rotation is 
around angle q> — 45° (deff ~  sin2<p).

Table 2 summarizes the optical phase matching parameters of the nonlinear 
crystals (for wlRip =  1.25 mm, w1lbq =  0.625 mm, w2ad? =  0.88 mm, wlKDp =

Fig. 2a, b
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Fig. 2. Measured (data points) and calculated (solid lines) phase matching curves for harmonic generation 
in different nonlinear crystals as a function o f  the tuning angle TA. a — K T P  normalized relative SHG, 
critical rotation, b — K T P  normalized relative SHG, noncritical rotation, c  — LBO normalized relative 
SHG, critical rotation, d — LBO  normalized relative SHG, noncritical rotation, t  — K D P  normalized 
relative TH G , f  — A D P  normalized relative 4H G

1.25 mm, w2kdp =0.88 mm) used in our experiments. The acceptance angle and the 
spectral acceptance bandwidth of the ADP I crystal are comparable with the 
divergence angle and the bandwidth of the incident 0.532 nm beam. The factor { of 
the conversion efficiency to 4H is reduced by gagx — 0.7. We observed high 
sensitivity of the 4H intensity in ADP with temperature because of the narrow 
thermal bandwidth (about 1 K). In order to get a stable 4HG, it is essential to work 
at a constant pulse repetition rate of the incident 2co laser radiation and to stabilize 
the temperature of the ADP crystal.

For KTP II and LBO I crystals, the angular critical and noncritical acceptance 
angles are much wider than the full divergence angle of the incident beam, 
(A6,A(p)KTp LBo »  Accf , and the spectral acceptance bandwidth is much larger than 
the Nd:YAG laser line (AX)KTPLBO»A X f . It follows that gagx ^  1. No thermal 
stabilization of KTP and LBO is required because of the large temperature 
bandwidth. For both crystals the walk-off angle is very small (lc «  lw, lg — lc), so we 
can use Eqs. (11) for the calculus of the ECE.

Figure 3 presents the theoretically calculated ECE to SH as a function of the 
peak irradiance Im of the fundamental beam in comparison with the experimentally
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T a b l e  2. Phase matching parameters o f  different nonlinear crystals. A0a A<pc are the calculated 
acceptance angles. AOm>A<pm are measured acceptance angles. AX is the spectral acceptance bandwidth. AT  
is the temperature acceptance bandwidth.

h
[m m ]

L
[m m ] [m m ]

e <P A9e A0m A<pe A cpm AX 
[m rad] [m rad] [m rad] [m rad] [nm ]

AT
[K ]

K T P
doubler

5 150 4.94 90° 24.5° 107.5 99.4 32.8 30 1.24 56

LBO  I 
doubler

12 86 11.9 90° 10° 70 67.5 6 5.4 3.11 9.15

K D P  I 
tripler

18 30 16.4 47° 45° 0.57 0.54 0.6 14.8

A D P  I 
quadr.

27 69 25.9

©00 45° 0.77 0.72 0.07 1.07

Fig. 3. Measured (data points) and calculated (solid lines) ECE to SH versus peak irradiance Im o f  the 
fundamental N d :Y A G  Gaussian beam, a — K TP SHG efficiency, b — LB O  SH G  efficiency

measured values for KTP II and LBO I. The maximum ECE measured in the KTP 
n  crystal was 0.48 at Im =  300 MW/cm2 (W0 =  115 mJ, W2a =  55 mJ). The 
maximum theoretically predicted ECE to SH in a 5 mm long KTP II crystal is about 
0.61, under our experimental conditions, restricted by the damage threshold (400 
MW/cm2 at t =  15 ns). The maximum ECE to SH measured for LBO I crystal was 
0.52 at Im =  890 MW/cm2 = 87 mJ, W2u) =  45 mJ). The maximum theoretically 
predicted ECE in a 12 mm long LBO I is 0.76, under our experimental conditions 
(w1lbo =  0.625 mm), restricted by the LBO damage threshold (1640 MW/cm2 at 
t =  15 ns).

The maximum measured pulse energy of the TH generated in KDP I was 
W3m =  15 mJ (Wlw =  30 mJ, W2lo =  55 mJ). The maximum measured pulse energy of 
the 4H generated in ADP I was =  19.5 mJ (W2o — 55 mJ) corresponding to 
17% ECE of the fundamental beam.
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5. Conclusions

We have calculated the analytical expressions of the angular acceptance, spectralac- 
ceptance, thermal acceptance, and walk-off angle used to evaluate the efficiency of 
harmonic generation in different nonlinear crystals (KTPII doubler, LBO I doubler, 
KDP I tripler, ADP I quadrupler). The formulae for the calculus of the walk-off 
length, interaction length, and SHG efficiency in nonlinear media with non-focused 
Gaussian laser beams were deduced. The fundamental radiation was generated in 
a Nd:YAG laser amplifier having a TEM00 output pulse energy of 125 mj with 15 ns 
FWHM pulse width. We present the measured values of the angular acceptance and 
ECE to SH in comparison with theoretically calculated values. Analytical expres
sions show a good agreement with the experimental results.

Appendix

In the case of SHG with a depleted input, under the phase matching conditions 
(Ak =  0), the equations describing the collinear interaction of the plane waves 
propagating along zl direction in a transparent medium (at co, 2co) can be written
[5]:

dAl
dzt
dA'2
dzt

=  - hA 2A 19

=  ^ 1 (1A)

where A!2 =  iA2,

(2A)

where s =  1, 2, Es is the electric field, Ia is the irradiance, =  w ,œ 2 =  2œ, x  is given 
by

x (3A)

In the slowly varying envelope approximation, the equations of Gaussian waves 
propagating along zA Cartesian axis are:

dA'2
d z t

= -x y iz ^ A l (4A)
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where y(z1) is the normalized coupling coefficient between the driving polarization 
wave II and the nonlinearly generated electric field E given by

00 00

y(zi) =  i  n (x i ,zi )E(xl ,zi)dx l J n(y l ,zl )E(yi ,zi )dy1
— 00 — 00

(5A)

where x l9 y 1 are the Cartesian coordinates of a plane perpendicular to zx direction. It 
follows from Eqs. (4A) that

Ic

A'2(/c) =  - ^ i(0)tanh|
[ ^ X\ y{Z')dZ] ·

(6A)

The conversion efficiency to SH of the peak irradiance is

2co\A(lc)\2

o>\AM 2
= tanh2 [lg(I MQ1/2] . (7A)

The driving polarization wave at SH for type I phase matching is generated by 
second order interaction of two o-polarized fundamental waves. The spatial profile of 
the driving polarization has also a Gaussian transverse dependence with a beam 
radius w2 given by

J _  _  2

w| ~  wf'
(8A)

The SH wave assumes the profile of its driving polarization.
For type I phase matching in the LBO crystal the fundamental field is 

o-polarized, the SH field is e-polarized, the coupling is given by

i h I -H -3b
— oo —oo

(9A)

where the Poynting vector walk-off angle is confined to the coordinate plane y i =  0, 
the walk-off length is

r _ > / * * !  
L̂BO 2 p ’ (10A)

It follows that the interaction length between fundamental and SH beams is
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For ADP I quadrupler the walk-off length of the e-polarized 4H wave is

i
wadp 2  p (12A)

where w2 is the beam radius of the incident SH wave.
Neglecting the walk-off of the SH beam generated in the KTP II crystal versus 

the fundamental beam (lCKTV «  wtKTP/Pi)> the w3 radius of the TH beam generated in 
the KDP I tripler is given by

1 1 1 2 1 3

w l-
2 4“ 2 — (13 A)

It follows that the walk-off length of the e-polarized TH wave is

WKDP
(14A)

For type II phase matching in the KTP crystal the fundamental waves are cross 
polarized, the SH wave is e-polarized

y(zi)icTP —
7üw|

00

M ( x j - P j Z , ) 2 xf ( X j - P j Z , )

WŠ WÎ WÎ

М-ИЯ*--(-5ф
where

L  =
w.

WKTP 2 V P 2 + 0 .7 5 p i -Plp2

(15A)

(I6A)
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